Campus Griebnitzsee
August-Bebel-Str. 89
14482 Potsdam

Plan: Campus Griebnitzsee

Our chair of Business Informatics, Processes and Systems is located at Building 1. Please
take a look at the pictures and descriptions for further details.

Arriving by car
Potsdam and Berlin are connected through the highway A10 („Berliner Ring“). On the
picture below you will see more details.

Departing from south Berlin, please
take the A115 or departing from
northern Berlin please take the
A111, heading south. Take the exit
''Potsdam Babelsberg''. Drive
towards PotsdamBabelsberg/Potsdam-Zentrum. You
should now be on the expressway
''Nutheschnellstrasse''. Travel 2,5 km,
take the exit ("Wetzlarer Str.") and
turn right, drive straight ahead until
the end of the road. There you have
to turn left to the ''Wetzlarer Str.'',
which will later be called ''AugustBebel- Str.''.

After 1 km you will arrive to the campus of
the University of Potsdam on the right
hand side. You should now turn right into
the “Stahnsdorfer Str.“, after about 500 m
turn left onto the campus. There you will
find the University's parking lot.

Arriving by public transportation
From Potsdam
Please take the local railway („S-Bahn“) S7 from the Potsdam central train station or from
the Babelsberg train station, direction towards S Bhf Ahrensfelde until you arrive at the
train station Griebnitzsee. Once arrived there, it is a five minutes walk to our Griebnitzsee
offices. Please take a look at the location map above for the route from the train station to
our chair. Our chair is located at Building 1, second floor.
From Berlin
Take the local railway („S-Bahn“) S7 from S Berliner Hauptbahnhof (Berlin central station)
direction to the station Griebnitzsee. Once arrived there, it is a five minutes walk to our
Griebnitzsee offices. Please take a look at the location map above for the route from the
train station to our chair. Our chair is located at Building 1, second floor.
To access current train schedules we recommend the following website:
http://www.bahn.de.
Please consider to buy a BVG ticket for Berlin ABC or at least Berlin BC or Potdam AB.

